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ABSTRACT
Based on more than four weeks of continuous high cadence photometric monitoring of several hun-
dred members of the young cluster NGC 2264 with two space telescopes, NASA’s Spitzer and the CNES
CoRoT (Convection, Rotation, and planetary Transits), we provide high quality, multi-wavelength
light curves for young stellar objects (YSOs) whose optical variability is dominated by short duration
flux bursts, which we infer are due to enhanced mass accretion rates. These light curves show many
brief – several hour to one day – brightenings at optical and near-infrared (IR) wavelengths with
amplitudes generally in the range 5-50% of the quiescent value. Typically, a dozen or more of these
bursts occur in a thirty day period. We demonstrate that stars exhibiting this type of variability have
large ultraviolet (UV) excesses and dominate the portion of the u − g vs. g − r color-color diagram
with the largest UV excesses. These stars also have large Hα equivalent widths, and either centrally
peaked, lumpy Hα emission profiles or profiles with blue-shifted absorption dips associated with disk
or stellar winds. Light curves of this type have been predicted for stars whose accretion is dominated
by Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities at the boundary between their magnetosphere and inner circumstel-
lar disk, or where magneto-rotational instabilities modulate the accretion rate from the inner disk.
Amongst the stars with the largest UV excesses or largest Hα equivalent widths, light curves with
this type of variability greatly outnumber light curves with relatively smooth sinusoidal variations
associated with long-lived hot spots. We provide quantitative statistics for the average duration and
strength of the accretion bursts and for the fraction of the accretion luminosity associated with these
bursts.
stauffer@ipac.caltech.edu
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21. INTRODUCTION
Time series photometry obtained with space based
telescopes – MOST (Microvariability and Oscillations of
STars; Walker et al. 2003), CoRoT (Convection, Rota-
tion, and planetary Transits; Baglin et al. 2009) and Ke-
pler – have recently been used to derive very high quality
light curves for normal low mass field stars. Those data
have provided a wealth of new information on, for exam-
ple, the size evolution and stability of cold spots on main
sequence stars (Silva-Valio & Lanza 2011; Walkowicz et
al. 2013), the ages of main sequence stars from asteroseis-
mology (Silva Aguirre et al. 2013), and the frequency of
occurence of planets (Fressin et al. 2013). These results
required the very high quality data achievable from space
because the variability amplitudes for these old stars are
quite small, and in many cases, the needed cadence and
duration to successfully address these topics cannot be
readily obtained with ground-based data.
Very young, pre-main sequence (PMS) stars are in
principle much more favorable targets for time series pho-
tometry. In the first place, the amplitudes of variability
for young stellar objects (YSOs) are often much larger,
with amplitudes up to a magnitude or more. In addi-
tion, there are many more physical processes that can
cause variability in YSOs (variable extinction, variable
accretion, flares, very large cold spots, relatively rapid
rotation, etc.). The different mechanisms have differing
timescales, ranging from hours to weeks. They also have
different spectral signatures, giving impetus to multi-
wavelength and spectral monitoring. The rich variety of
phenomena in YSOs have motivated ground-based ob-
serving campaigns to characterize their variability prop-
erties at least for the past half century.
For the past two decades, the primary reference for the
characterization and interpretation of YSO light curves
has been Herbst et al. (1994; H94). H94 sorted YSO
light curves into four basic types. Class I light curves are
periodic and roughly sinusoidal in shape, and result from
the rotational modulation of cold, non-axisymmetrically
distributed starspots; stars with Class I light curves are
typically Weak-Lined T Tauri stars (WTTS), though
some Classical T Tauri stars (CTTS) may also show light
curves of this type. Class II light curves are thought to
be the result of variations in the veiling continuum of
CTTS, and to reflect changes in the size, shape or ef-
fective temperature of hot spots on their surfaces due to
variations in the accretion rate from their circumstellar
disks. Most Class IIs vary irregularly in time, with no ob-
vious periodicity, but with characteristic timescales less
than a few days. However, a subset of the Class IIs – des-
ignated as Class IIp – are periodic, presumably due to a
dominant hot spot group whose lifetime is long compared
to the star’s rotation period. Class III light curves show
(generally) irregularly spaced flux dips on an otherwise
relatively slowly varying quiescent brightness maximum;
these stars generally show little or no veiling in their spec-
tra. Stars with Class III light curves in the H94 sample
were all relatively high mass PMS stars with spectral
types earlier than K2. H94 was least certain about the
physical mechanism for the Class III light curves, but
advocated variable extinction by circumstellar material
as the most likely cause.
Perhaps the most interesting of these light curve types
is the Class II (and IIp) group, because their proper-
ties should provide direct insight into the accretion pro-
cess. Recent advances in computational astrophysics
have made it possible to begin to construct physically
realistic 3D magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) models of ac-
cretion disks (Kulkarni and Romanova 2008 = KR08;
Romanova et al. 2012 = R12; McKinney et al. 2012;
Cemeljic et al. 2013). For stars with relatively strong
magnetic dipoles, these models predict that the accret-
ing gas flows along field lines and impacts the star at
nearly free-fall velocities at relatively high latitude, re-
sulting in the stable, long-lived hot spots and predicting
light curves that are periodic and approximately sinu-
soidal (see Figure 7a of KR08). If one of these “funnel
flows” passes through our line of sight, the infalling warm
gas could be the source for variability in the inverse P
Cygni profiles often seen in the emission line profiles of
classical T Tauri stars (Kurosawa & Romanova 2013).
Stars with this type of accretion could plausibly be asso-
ciated with the Class IIp light curves of H94 (as originally
suggested by Bertout et al. 1988).
Other theoretical models predict less well-behaved ac-
cretion variability, plausibly better matched to the Class
II light curves of H94. Some 3D MHD model simula-
tions from KR08 exhibit Rayleigh-Taylor (RT) instabil-
ities at the disk-magnetosphere boundary, resulting in
many short-lived tongues of matter penetrating between
the stellar magnetic field lines. Typically, a few such
tongues reach the surface of the star at any one time,
producing short-lived hot spots at lower latitudes than
for the funnel flows and relatively chaotic looking light
curves (see Figure 7b of KR08). Other 3D MHD mod-
els show that in some cases magneto-rotational instabil-
ities (MRI) in the inner circumstellar disk of a YSO can
lead to highly variable accretion rates and predicted light
curve shapes similar to those arising from the RT insta-
bilities (see Figure 6 of R12).
Quantitative comparison between these theoretical
model light curves and those of actual YSOs, particu-
larly for the Class IIs, is more difficult than it might ap-
pear. That is because the amplitudes predicted for the
instability-driven accretion bursts are often only 5-10%,
and their typical durations are of order a day. Typi-
cal ground-based campaigns with one or two epochs per
night can detect this type of variability, but does not
provide the cadence, regularity or photometric accuracy
to accurately measure such features. Higher cadence ob-
servations are needed in order to clearly characterize the
physical mechanisms. Do the light curves of the major-
ity of real CTTS, in fact, look anything like the model
predictions? If so, what types of quantitative informa-
tion can be drawn from these light curves – for example,
what are the relative frequency of periodic, sinusoidal
light curves as would result from stable funnel flows at
high latitudes, versus aperiodic, chaotic light curves re-
sulting from RT or MRI driven accretion? Do the ape-
riodic, chaotic light curves dominate at high accretion
rates, as predicted by KR08? Are the amplitudes and
durations of the observed accretion bursts roughly in ac-
cord with the theoretical predictions?
The first steps towards clarifying how YSOs actually
accrete using high cadence, space-based monitoring have
in fact been published recently. Alencar et al. (2010)
provided CoRoT monitoring for the YSOs of NGC 2264,
3and suggested that a few of their CTTS light curves
were likely due to stochastic accretion (see their Fig.
1e). Rucinski et al. (2008) used MOST to obtain a well-
sampled light curve for TW Hya, which also showed nu-
merous brief flux excesses that they associated with a
variable accretion rate. A small sample of other bright
YSOs was also observed with MOST (Siwak et al. 2011;
Cody et al 2013); for the YSOs with disks in this sam-
ple, there was some short timescale variability which
could not be attributed to long-lived spots or flares, and
which could be evidence for variable accretion. However,
none of these studies were accompanied by simultane-
ous spectroscopic or multi-wavelength time-series data,
which limited the ability to provide conclusive interpre-
tations to the light curves.
We have recently conducted an observational cam-
paign for the star-forming region NGC 2264 designed
to have the cadence, duration, precision, wavelength
coverage and sensitivity to resolve many of the long-
standing issues for characterizing YSO variability. That
program is called the Coordinated Synoptic Investiga-
tion of NGC 2264, or CSI 2264. This campaign was
built around 30+ days of continuous, simultaneous mon-
itoring by three space telescopes – CoRoT (Baglin et al.
2009), MOST (Walker et al. 2003), and Spitzer (Werner
et al. 2004). Here, we report one result from that cam-
paign: the empirical identification of a set of YSOs whose
light curves are best explained as being dominated by
short-timescale variations in the star’s accretion rate. We
demonstrate that these stars include the most actively
accreting members of NGC 2264.
2. DATA USED FOR THIS PAPER
Cody et al. (2014) provide a detailed description of
all of the optical and infrared (IR) observational data
we have obtained for the young stars in NGC 2264 and
our basic data reduction procedures. That paper also
provides an overview of the light curve morphologies we
find for the CTTS in the cluster. Readers are referred
to that paper for specific details concerning the obser-
vations. Here we provide just a brief synopsis of the
observations in order to provide the context necessary
for our discussion.
Spitzer’s Infrared Array Camera, IRAC (Fazio et al.
2004) was used as part of the CSI 2264 program (program
ID 80040, PI: J. Stauffer) to observe NGC 2264 nearly
continuously from December 3, 2011 to January 1, 2012.
In the first week of that period, approximately four days
were spent in “staring mode” where the telescope was
pointed to a position near NGC 2264-IRS-1 (i.e., near
the center of the Spokes cluster; Teixeira et al. 2006) and
repeated frames were taken at that position for blocks of
19-26 hours without interruption. The integration time
for each exposure was 4.4 seconds. The two IRAC fields
of view are separated on the sky by about seven arcmin-
utes, so we collect these light curves for one set of 283
stars in Channel 1 (3.6 microns), and for a disjoint set
of 249 stars in Channel 2 (4.5 microns). The relative
photometric accuracy for these light curves approaches
1 mmag for stars that are bright but not saturated. For
the remaining observing time within the CSI 2264 pro-
gram, Spitzer observations of NGC 2264 were done in
mapping mode, where a rectangular region centered near
(α, δ) ∼06 40 45.0,+09 40 (2000) and about 45′ by 40′
in size was observed about twelve times per day, with a
total integration time of about 40 seconds per point on
the sky. For one or two of these maps each day, the data
were taken in high-dynamic range (HDR) mode, result-
ing also in data with 1.6 second total integration time.
These data provide typical 1-σ uncertainties of about
0.01 mag for sufficiently bright stars. Most stars have
light curves in both channels, but stars near the edge of
the map may have data in only one channel.
The CoRoT camera has a field of view in excess of one
square degree, which is larger than the physical extent
of NGC 2264. However, only stars included within an
input catalog have their photometry downlinked to the
ground, and these stars must satisfy brightness, crowd-
ing and nebular background constraints. In total, about
490 probable cluster members and more than a thou-
sand likely field stars were included in the input catalog
for the December 2011 observing campaign. Data were
obtained from MJD 55896.8 through MJD 55935.5, with
only a brief interruption around MJD 55917 due to a
telescope pointing problem. For most stars, the photom-
etry is provided at a cadence of 512 seconds; for a small
subset of the stars, data are provided at 32 second ca-
dence. While there is no hard limit, stars fainter than
R = 16.5 were generally excluded from the target list
in order to allow reasonably good signal-to-noise for the
CoRoT light curves.
In principle, CoRoT can provide multi-color light
curves for some of the observed stars. However, for our
purposes, we have only utilized the “white light” data.
CoRoT’s bandpass is essentially a broad V + R filter.
The CoRoT data are sky-subtracted aperture photom-
etry which have been run through a pipeline designed
to mitigate artifacts that are present in the downlinked
data (Samadi et al. 2006). In some cases, jumps in the
photometry are still present even after this pipeline has
been run. When possible, we have removed these jumps
manually; in other cases where the jumps are less obvi-
ous, we have left the data “as is.” The flux RMS over
512 seconds in the light curves at R = 12 is typically
about 0.002, increasing to about 0.015 at R = 16.
A 20 day CoRoT “short run” for NGC 2264 was also
obtained in March 2008 (Alencar et al. 2010). Light
curves for many of the CTTS members were also ob-
tained in that campaign, and we use those data where
relevant.
We obtained high-resolution spectra of most of the
NGC 2264 members using either Hectochelle on the Mul-
tiple Mirror Telescope (MMT; Szentgyorgyi et al. 2011)
or the FLAMES multi-object spectrograph on the Very
Large Telescope (VLT; Pasquini et al. 2002). The Hec-
tochelle spectra have been discussed previously in Furesz
et al. (2006); the observations were obtained in 2004 and
2005, have a resolution of about 34,000, and cover the
spectral range 6460-6650 A˚. In general, no sky back-
ground has been subtracted from these profiles, which
can leave narrow emission cores from the H II region
at the cluster rest velocity in the stellar spectra. The
FLAMES spectra were obtained with UT2 at the VLT,
using the HR15N grating, producing a resolution of
about 17,000, and covering the spectral range 6375-6815
A˚. Only six of the stars that are the focus of this paper
have FLAMES spectra, but for those stars we have up to
422 spectra, with usually five or six of them obtained dur-
ing the time period when CoRoT was obtaining photom-
etry of the cluster (and the others being obtained within
about 60 days following the CoRoT observations). Spec-
troscopic rotational velocities (v sin i) for many of the
NGC 2264 members are available from either Baxter et
al. (2009)1 or from our analysis of the VLT/FLAMES
spectra.
We also use a variety of broad and narrow band pho-
tometry of NGC 2264 members in order to measure the
ultraviolet (UV) excesses of the YSOs and thereby iden-
tify those that are actively accreting matter from their
circumstellar disks, and to measure their spectral energy
distributions (SEDs) and thereby characterize the IR ex-
cesses from their disks. The UV excess determinations
are made using ugri photometry obtained in 2010 and
2012 with the Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope (CFHT)
Megacam (Venuti et al. 2014). The broad-band photom-
etry used for the SED fits comes from a variety of sources,
but is primarily reported in either Rebull et al. (2002) or
Sung et al. (2009).
3. IDENTIFICATION AND INITIAL CHARACTERIZATION
OF YSOS WITH BURST-DOMINATED OPTICAL LIGHT
CURVES
3.1. Identification of Burst-Dominated Light Curves
Cold spots on the photosphere, clumps or warps in the
inner disk that occult our line of sight, and companions
that transit our line of sight to the primaries all produce
light curves with periodic signals. These types of vari-
ables have been found in abundance by previous ground-
based surveys of star-forming regions (Rebull et al. 2002;
Lamm et al. 2004 = L04; Herbst et al. 1994 and 2000;
Stassun et al. 1999; Grankin et al. 2007; etc.). As long
as the duration of the monitoring period is long enough,
and the period is sufficiently stable, one can make up for
the relative sparseness of the sampling and the interrup-
tions by weather in these ground surveys by folding the
light curve at the identified period. We also find these
types of variables in our data, and we provide an initial
summary of their prevalence and characteristics in Cody
et al. (2014) and Affer et al. (2014). Rotation periods
derived from the 2008 CoRoT NGC 2264 observations
are reported in Affer et al. (2013).
Types of variability that are not periodic (e.g., the
Class II variables of H94) are much harder to identify
and characterize using ground-based photometric mon-
itoring data. The most extensive ground-based photo-
metric monitoring campaign conducted for the YSOs of
NGC 2264 was that of L04. Those authors obtained 88
epochs of I band photometry for about 600 cluster mem-
bers, plus additional candidate members and field stars,
during an approximately 40 day campaign. Roughly
400 of these stars, primarily weak-lined TTauri stars
(WTTS), were identified as periodic variables and 180
stars, primarily CTTS, as irregular variables. L04 sur-
mised that in most cases the irregular variability could
be attributed to “variable mass accretion resulting in hot
spots which are not stable in brightness, size and location
over a few rotation periods.” However, the small number
1 Values for v sin i for just 97 stars were published in Baxter
et al. (2009); however, those authors derived v sin i for a larger
set of stars from the same MMT Furesz et al. spectra, and those
additional v sin i values were made available to us by K. Covey.
of epochs and irregular cadence did not allow further elu-
cidation of the physical nature of the variability.
We have examined our data, and find that only 39 of
the L04 irregular variables have CoRoT light curves; the
overlap is not better primarily because the L04 survey
went considerably deeper than the CoRoT data. Twenty
of the thirty-nine stars in common with L04 stars have
light curves that are heterogeneous in their properties
and where more than one physical mechanism may con-
tribute significantly to the light curve shape. However,
for the other half, the light curves fall into two domi-
nant light curve types. Ten of the stars have light curves
characterized as having a more or less stable light maxi-
mum interspersed with well-defined flux dips. Based on
our previous experience with these types of light curves
(Bouvier et al. 2007; Alencar et al. 2010), we believe
that the flux dips in these stars are due to periods of en-
hanced extinction, as for the Class III variables of H94;
in some cases, the flux dips occur approximately peri-
odically and may be due to an inner disk warp passing
through our line of sight (Terquem & Papaloizou 2000).
Nine other stars, however, have light curves that appear
roughly similar to each other but are dominated by short
duration flux bursts, which we believe are the stars with
variable mass accretion which L04 had hoped to iden-
tify. These nine light curves appear reasonably similar
to those predicted by KR08 or Romanova et al. (2012)
for instability-driven accretion. Figure 1 shows CoRoT
light curves for three stars from each of these two classes.
In order to determine how common light curves of
the type shown in Figure 1d-f are, two of us (JRS and
AMC) have closely examined the CoRoT light curves of
all ∼550 probable NGC 2264 members and the ∼1250
Spitzer light curves for cluster members. The CoRoT
data provide light curves for 197 CTTS likely to have
ongoing accretion, with nearly 1000 hours of monitoring
per star. Within these light curves, we find dozens of
YSOs with some evidence of short duration flux bursts
like those shown in Figure 1d-f, though in some cases
the flux bursts are superposed with other types of vari-
ability, often of larger amplitude. To restrict ourselves to
stars whose light curves are dominated by flux bursts, we
require the light curves to have: (a) a relatively flat or
only slowly varying “continuum”; (b) an intrinsic noise
level in the light curve less than 1%; and (c) presence in
the light curve of at least half a dozen narrow (one hour
to one day), approximately symmetric (unlike flares - see
§3.2 and §6.1) sharply peaked flux “bursts”, with at least
one of the bursts having an amplitude greater than 5%
of the continuum level. We have identified a set of 23
YSOs whose 2008 and/or 2011 CoRoT light curve vari-
ability satisfies these criteria. Hereafter, we refer to light
curves with these characteristics as burst-dominated
light curves2. Table 1 provides the list of the YSOs dis-
2 While this paper and Cody et al. (2014) are being submitted
together and are closely linked, they were written in parallel and
evolved somewhat independently. The two papers used slightly
different sets of data - most importantly, Stauffer et al. included
stars with only 2008 CoRoT light curves whereas such stars were
excluded from Cody et al. - and slightly different criteria for defin-
ing light curve classes. This resulted in somewhat different sets of
stars belonging to each class. In particular, the burst-dominated
class in Table 1 of this paper includes 23 stars; 19 of those are also
listed as burst-dominated in Table 3 of Cody et al. Of the remain-
ing four, one (Mon-000185) was included here based on its 2008
5TABLE 1
Basic Information for YSOs with Burst-Dominated CoRoT Light Curves
Mon IDa 2MASS ID CoRoT 2008b CoRoT 2011b SpTc Hα EW (A˚)c Hα Type v sin i (km s−1)d Veiling e FR(4.5)f
Mon-000007 06415304+0958028 223994721 223994721 K7 11.5 I 80.8 · · · 3.62
Mon-000011 06411725+0954323 223985009 223985009 K7 58.3 · · · · · · · · · 5.14
Mon-000117 06405413+0948434 · · · 602095753 M2.5 353. I · · · · · · 2.42
Mon-000185 06413876+0932117 500007249 616919566 K4 58.6 I 9.6 · · · 3.68
Mon-000260* 06411099+0935556 500007727 · · · K7 61.5 III-B 17.5 1.99 6.60
Mon-000341* 06405426+0949203 500007473 616849439 M0.5 161. I 16.2 0.74 4.22
Mon-000406 06405968+0928438 · · · 616943998 · · · 46.1 · · · · · · · · · 3.78
Mon-000412 06404711+0932401 · · · 616919737 M1 30.7 I 8.9 · · · 2.56
Mon-000469 06404114+0933578 · · · 602083890 K7 236.5 III-B · · · · · · 4.40
Mon-000474 06410682+0927322 · · · 603396438 G 104.7 I 17.7 · · · 4.97
Mon-000510* 06410429+0924521 500007335 602079845 M0 101.8 I 18. 0.30 3.67
Mon-000567 06405639+0935533 · · · 616919752 K3 84.1 III-B · · · · · · 5.75
Mon-000808 06405159+0928445 · · · 603396401 K4 50.2 I 9.0 · · · 2.38
Mon-000860 06415492+0942527 223995308 · · · M2.5 261.0 II-B · · · · · · 0.98
Mon-000877 06411678+0927301 · · · 616943883 K4 91.4 II-B 13.3 · · · 2.64
Mon-000919 06411329+0931503 · · · 616919654 M4 79.9 I 2.6 · · · 2.52
Mon-000945* 06404989+0936494 223977953 223977953 K4 66.3 I 16. 0.67 2.97
Mon-000996* 06404131+0951023 500007315 616849542 K7 24.5 I 15.5 0.61 2.60
Mon-001022* 06403911+0950586 500007252 616849543 K4 46.5 III-B 15. 0.64 5.23
Mon-001174 06401370+0956305 400007614 616826810 M2 130.3 III-B 10.1 · · · 5.59
Mon-001187 06401417+0934283 · · · 602083884 · · · 8.0 · · · 15.5 · · · 2.31
Mon-001217 06403665+0952032 · · · 616849540 K4 87.0 III-B · · · · · · 6.88
Mon-001573 06401258+1005404 223968439 223968439 · · · 26.0 I · · · · · · 2.53
a The Mon IDs are our internal naming scheme for stars in the field of NGC 2264 – see Cody et al. (2014). An asterisk following the Mon ID indicates that
we have VLT FLAMES spectra for this star from December 2011.
b CoRoT identification numbers. These uniquely identify the light curve for each CoRoT short run.
c See Cody et al. (2014) for the sources of the spectral type and Hα equivalent width (EW) data. All of these are in emission.
d Data from MMT spectra except for Mon 510, 945 and 1022, which are from the VLT/FLAMES spectra.
e Veiling estimate at a wavelength of 6600A˚ derived from the VLT spectra.
f FR(4.5) is an estimate of the ratio of the flux from the disk to the flux from the stellar photosphere at 4.5 µm. Because the SED models do not include
veiling, these values are likely lower limits.
playing such light curves and some of their spectroscopic
properties. Table 2 provides single-epoch optical, near-
IR and Spitzer photometry for these stars. The CoRoT
light curves for all of the stars in Table 1 are provided
in the Appendix (Figure 21). For the stars of Table 1
where we also have IRAC light curves, Figure 22 of the
Appendix overplots the CoRoT and Spitzer light curves.
In the next several sub-sections, we discuss qualitative
aspects of these light curves. The remaining sections will
be used to provide more quantitative analysis of these
stars and their light curves.
3.2. Proof That These Flux Bursts are Real
Given the comparative novelty of the light curves in
Figure 1d-f, it seems useful to begin by providing argu-
ments why we are certain that the flux bursts are real
and not due to some type of artifact in the CoRoT data.
As described in Cody et al. (2014), not only do we have
CoRoT light curves for ∼550 NGC 2264 members (from
both 2008 and 2011) but we also have light curves for
more than 500 field stars of similar magnitude obtained
simultaneously with the NGC 2264 members and reduced
in the same manner. Events such as those shown in Fig-
ure 1d-f and in the Appendix (Figure 21) are not present
amongst the field stars. They are also not present, with
one or two possible exceptions, amongst the NGC 2264
members that do not have accretion disks nor strong
CoRoT light curve and hence was not in the parent sample for the
Cody et al. paper. The other three were all classified as having
“stochastic” light curves in Cody et al. Inclusion or exclusion of
these stars from the burst-dominated class would not appreciably
change the conclusions in either paper.
emission lines (i.e., among the WTTS).
For a few of the stars in Table 1, we have four days
of high-cadence IRAC data simultaneous with a portion
of the CoRoT light curves. Figure 2 overplots the IRAC
and CoRoT light curves for two of these stars. The close
correspondence between the two sets of data provides
strong confirmation of the reality of the flux bursts.
As we show in Section 4, based on their ugri photom-
etry, the stars of Table 1 all have UV excesses indica-
tive of active accretion. More significantly, for the set of
NGC 2264 YSOs for which we have CoRoT light curves,
more than half of the stars with the largest UV excesses
are included in Table 1.
3.3. Resolving Individual Flux Bursts
The light curves shown in Figure 1d-f are good at il-
lustrating the existence of the flux bursts. However, be-
cause of the scale of those plots, they do not illustrate
well the full structure of those bursts. Figure 3 shows
expanded views of portions of two of those light curves.
In each case, what appear to be single bursts break up
into many blended, shorter duration bursts. The short-
est duration bursts visible in Figure 3 last a few hours.
Given the standard CoRoT cadence of about 7.5 minutes
and typical signal-to-noise, such data could not resolve
bursts of significantly shorter duration. See §6 for a more
quantitative discussion of the burst timescales.
We note for completeness the following. Many stellar
flares are detected amongst the NGC 2264 CoRoT light
curves, particularly among the WTTS. These are usu-
ally distinguishable from the accretion bursts because of
their shorter timescales of generally <1 hour and their
6Fig. 1.— CoRoT light curves for six CTTS members identified by L04 as irregular variables. We identify the first three (Mon-000296=panel
a, Mon-000456=panel b and Mon-000676=panel c) as having light curves dominated by variable extinction events. The next three stars
(Mon-000567=panel d, Mon-000808=panel e, and Mon-001187=panel f) have light curves dominated by short duration flux bursts. Each
light curve covers roughly 40 days of time; the y-axis is in CoRoT counts, where the CoRoT bandpass corresponds roughly to a very broad
V + R band filter. For two of the stars (Mon-000456 and Mon-000676) the cadence is roughly every 30 seconds; for the four other stars,
the cadence is about 7.5 minutes.
characteristic very short rise time and relatively slow de-
cay. Only about a half dozen likely flares are identifiable
in the CoRoT light curves of the stars in Table 1.
3.4. Long-Term Stability of the Accretion Signature
Ten of the stars in Table 1 have CoRoT light curves
from both 2008 and 2011. Based on examination of the
light curves, for six of the stars (Mon-000007, 341, 945,
996, 1022, and 1174) we would classify them as mem-
bers of the accretor class at both epochs. Mon-000185
appears to have a similar character at both epochs, but
none of the bursts in 2011 have an amplitude ≥ 5%, and
therefore we would not classify that light curve as burst-
dominated. Two of the stars (Mon-000011 and 510) were
identified as accretors based on their 2011 light curves,
but have more complicated light curves in 2008. How-
ever, each of those stars have a number of flux bursts in
the 2008 data, thereby indicating that the same mecha-
nism dominating the 2011 light curves was also present
in 2008. The only star with a much different light curve
morphology at the two epochs is Mon-001573, which had
an approximately sinusoidal light curve characteristic of
7TABLE 2
Photometric Data for the Stars of Table 1
Mon ID u g r i J H Ks [3.6] [4.5] [5.8] [8.0] [24]
Mon-000007 15.850 14.807 14.674 14.192 12.220 11.529 11.175 10.136 9.785 9.340 8.692 6.17
Mon-000011 18.548 16.808 15.531 14.535 12.833 12.045 11.552 10.486 10.017 9.649 8.852 5.541
Mon-000117 18.562 18.326 16.832 16.358 14.162 13.430 13.070 12.469 12.136 12.038 · · · · · ·
Mon-000185 17.175 15.647 14.593 14.198 12.875 12.112 11.723 10.861 10.581 10.347 9.775 6.22
Mon-000260 19.983 18.550 16.956 15.905 13.358 12.232 11.498 10.402 9.915 9.491 8.707 5.422
Mon-000341 17.927 17.147 15.744 14.951 13.101 12.279 11.800 10.971 10.507 9.965 8.772 5.248
Mon-000406 17.151 16.193 15.229 14.613 13.188 12.407 12.084 11.302 10.952 10.457 9.586 6.503
Mon-000412 17.872 16.624 15.461 14.699 12.770 12.002 11.694 11.063 10.720 10.333 9.726 6.692
Mon-000469 18.291 18.154 16.692 15.353 13.121 12.248 11.452 10.673 10.207 9.739 9.005 5.877
Mon-000474 · · · · · · · · · · · · 10.434 9.533 8.858 8.160 7.621 7.210 6.496 3.49
Mon-000510 16.568 15.699 14.952 14.614 12.719 11.934 11.458 10.737 10.276 9.830 9.016 5.579
Mon-000567 19.064 17.601 15.995 15.254 12.775 11.786 11.015 10.087 9.616 9.259 8.579 4.771
Mon-000808 18.098 16.360 15.213 14.758 12.993 12.203 11.786 11.274 11.081 10.854 10.297 6.295
Mon-000860 19.434 18.609 16.978 16.350 14.328 13.640 13.405 13.293 13.190 13.103 · · · 7.403
Mon-000877 17.259 15.571 14.511 14.095 12.645 11.877 11.502 11.081 10.796 10.629 10.130 6.75
Mon-000919 20.545 18.485 16.947 15.398 12.738 12.034 11.683 11.005 10.617 10.139 9.375 6.503
Mon-000945 17.364 16.233 15.082 14.443 12.399 11.611 11.160 10.516 10.157 9.887 9.257 6.242
Mon-000996 17.496 16.382 15.214 14.616 12.806 12.024 11.713 10.905 10.554 10.152 9.432 7.02
Mon-001022 17.545 16.299 15.049 14.392 12.293 11.251 10.508 9.614 9.170 8.866 8.308 5.635
Mon-001174 17.485 16.967 15.727 15.098 12.920 12.131 11.584 10.605 9.985 9.270 8.162 5.378
Mon-001187 21.403 18.943 17.510 15.997 13.753 12.964 12.587 11.869 11.518 11.230 10.535 7.261
Mon-001217 17.939 16.900 15.573 14.806 12.733 11.759 11.101 10.022 9.401 8.926 7.923 4.641
Mon-001573 18.151 16.481 15.298 14.593 12.511 11.792 11.404 10.681 10.446 9.921 9.483 6.665
Note. — Broad-band photometry for the stars from Table 1, all in units of magnitudes, though a mix of Vega and AB
magnitudes. The ugri data are from CFHT, are reported in Venuti et al. (2014), and in AB magnitudes; the JHKs data are
Vega magnitudes from the on-line 2MASS all-sky point source catalog; the IRAC and MIPS data are Vega magnitudes from Sung
et al. 2009, based on Spitzer imaging obtained in 2004.
Fig. 2.— Spitzer and CoRoT data for two stars from Table 1 (Mon-000567, left, and Mon-000936, right) where we have IRAC staring-
mode (high-cadence) data, illustrating the often very good correlation between the optical and IR light curve shapes. Ch1 and Ch2 refer
respectively to IRAC’s 3.6 and 4.5 µm channels. For Mon 936, which is faint in the optical, we have rebinned the CoRoT data to 20 minute
sampling, centered on the nearest IRAC data point.
8Fig. 3.— Expanded view of five day windows for light curves of two of the accretion burst stars from Figure 1, Mon-000567 (left), and
Mon-000808 (right). These plots illustrate that when viewed at an expanded scale, the relatively broad (day or a few day) flux excesses
often break up into many much shorter duration events.
9a spotted star in 2008 and an accretion burst dominated
light curve in 2011.
4. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE STOCHASTIC ACCRETOR
CLASS BASED ON BROAD-BAND PHOTOMETRY AND
HIGH RESOLUTION SPECTROSCOPY
The stars in Table 1 were identified as having unusually
active accretion solely on the basis of their light curve
morphology. If that identification is correct, it seems
likely that their other observable characteristics such as
IR and UV excesses and Balmer emission line profiles
should also be distinctive. We now show that is indeed
the case.
For the remainder of this section, we will compare the
YSOs in Table 1 to two other sets of YSOs in NGC 2264.
The first of these are 81 WTTS, identified on the basis
of their having stable, sine-wave shaped, periodic light
curves typical of cold spots (Class I light curves of H94),
and small Hα equivalent widths (we subsequently veri-
fied they also do not have IR excesses). These WTTS
are expected not to have actively accreting circumstellar
disks and hence little or no UV excesses. The second
group are 26 stars whose CoRoT light curves show pe-
riodic or aperiodic flux dips which we believe are best
ascribed to variable extinction (Class III light curves of
H94). The stars in Figure 1a-c are members of this vari-
able extinction group. These stars must have disks if our
interpretation of their flux dips is valid. The NGC 2264
stars that fall into these two light curve classes, particu-
larly the variable extinction class, are discussed further
in Cody et al. (2014), and in Alencar et al. (2010).
The most certain property which the stars in Table 1
should have if they have unusually active accretion is en-
hanced UV emission. To determine if that is the case, we
use ugri photometry obtained at CFHT. Figure 4 shows
the u− g vs. g− r color-color diagram for the NGC 2264
YSOs for which we have CoRoT light curves. In panel
(a), the WTTS define the locus of YSOs without UV ex-
cesses, with spectral types ranging from mid-G at u−g ∼
1.7, g − r ∼ 0.7, to early M at u − g ∼ 2.8 and g − r ∼
1.4. Panel (b) shows the stars from Table 1, confirming
that nearly all of them have UV excesses relative to the
WTT locus, with some of them having very blue u − g
colors. Panel (c) shows that the variable extinction stars
have intermediate properties – the majority of them have
UV excesses, but of comparatively small degree, and a
significant number of them have essentially no UV ex-
cess. Panel (d) indicates, not unexpectedly, that stars
with large Hα equivalent widths also usually have large
UV excesses. Among the stars with large Hα equivalent
widths and no CoRoT data are likely many more stars
with light curves like those in Table 1. Converting the
UV excesses to a mass accretion rate following the pre-
scription of Venuti et al. (2014), the mean accretion rate
for the stars of Table 1 is 1.1× 10−7 M⊙ yr
−1 and that
for the variable extinction group of stars is 2.5 × 10−8
M⊙ yr
−1.
The red solid line in Figure 4 serves as an arbitrary but
reasonable boundary below which are found the CoRoT
stars with the largest UV excesses in NGC 2264. Four-
teen of the twenty-six YSOs falling below that line are
included in Table 1. The light curves for the other twelve
stars are provided in Figure 23. One of these stars (Mon-
000273) is only slightly variable, and it is difficult to
characterize the features that are present given their
low amplitude relative to the noise fluctuations. An-
other star (Mon-000423) has several jumps or gaps in
its light curve, also making it difficult to separate real
features from artifacts. Of the remaining ten, five have
light curves that could be interpreted as being dominated
by short-duration flux bursts (Mon-000766, Mon-000893,
Mon-001061, Mon-000168, and Mon-001048); we did not
include them in Table 1 because either their continuum
level is poorly defined or the noise level is too high. De-
pending on the interpretation of these five stars, stars
with burst-dominated light curves comprise at least 55%
and possibly up to ∼80% of the YSOs with large UV
excesses and useful CoRoT light curves. Only one of
the stars from Figure 23 (Mon-001132) has a light curve
shape which could correspond to a hot spot with lifetime
long compared to the rotation period, as predicted for
the funnel-flow accretion models of KR08. That burst-
dominated light curves would dominate over stable hot
spot light curves from funnel-flow accretion at high ac-
cretion rates was one of the predictions of KR08; H94
had also found this to be true in their sample of YSOs.
4.1. Comparison of the Disk Properties of the
NGC 2264 CTTS
If the stars of Table 1 have accretion-dominated light
curves, it must also be true that they should have IR
SEDs that indicate the presence of warm dust in their
inner circumstellar disks. Figure 5 examines this point
using two different IR color-color diagrams; the top two
panels show the variable extinction and accretion burst
stars in a J−H vs. Ks− [8.0] diagram, while the bottom
two panels show the same set of stars in a [3.6] − [4.5]
vs. [5.8]− [8.0] diagram. Teixeira et al. (2012) have con-
structed theoretical models to predict the IR colors of
YSOs in the J −H vs. Ks− [8.0] diagram, showing that
the disk population is expected to form a narrow band
of stars stretching to the right (as observed). They find
that “anemic” disks are restricted to Ks−[8] ∼ 1.3 in the
diagram, and Class I sources to Ks−[8] > 3. Bare photo-
spheres have Ks − [8] < 0.5; embedded YSOs with large
reddening or a disk viewed at large inclination angle fan
out to the upper right in this diagram. The IRAC color-
color diagram was introduced in Allen et al. (2004) and
has been used extensively to separate YSOs by disk class.
The box shown in the lower two panels is from Allen et
al., and is designed to isolate Class II YSOs. Bare pho-
tosheres are located near 0,0 in the diagram, and Class
I sources lie redward of the Class II box. In both dia-
grams, nearly all of the stars of Table 1 have colors corre-
sponding to Class II YSOs. The variable extinction stars
have IR colors that are significantly less red on average
than the Table 1 stars, with nearly half of them falling
blueward of the Class II locus. Several of the variable ex-
tinction class members have disk colors consistent with
classification as transition or pre-transition disks (Espail-
lat et al. 2007). Espaillat et al. (2012) showed that the
accretion rates of transition and pre-transition disks are
lower than for normal Class II YSOs, in accord with our
finding that the mean accretion rate of the variable ex-
tinction group as estimated from their UV excesses is
relatively low.
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Fig. 4.— Color-color diagrams derived from CFHT ugri photometry of NGC 2264 (Venuti et al. 2014). For panels a-c, only stars with
CoRoT light curves are plotted. For panel d, the magenta circles correspond to NGC 2264 members, regardless of whether there is a
CoRoT light curve or not. Small black dots correspond to all likely members having CFHT photometry. Panel (a) highlights stars that
are probable WTTS without warm circumstellar dust or active accretion; panel (b) highlights stars with accretion burst dominated light
curves (accretors whose Hα profiles are of Reipurth type III-B are further marked with a blue plus sign – see Sec. 4.2); panel (c) highlights
the variable extinction stars – stars with flux dips, sometimes periodic, thought to be due to portions of the disk passing through our line of
sight, causing enhanced extinction; and panel (d) highlights all NGC 2264 members with Hα equivalent widths > 50 A˚. The plots indicate
that the accretion burst class members have large UV excesses, while the variable extinction stars have a range of UV colors, from nearly
photospheric to mild UV excess. The red solid line provides a plausible boundary for stars with the largest UV excesses – stars below the
red line should be the most actively accreting members of NGC 2264. The red dashed line is discussed in §7.
11
Fig. 5.— Comparison of the distribution for the variable extinction stars (blue points) and members of the accretion burst class (red
points) in two IR color-color diagrams. Panels (a) and (b) are in J − H vs. Ks − [8.0]; panels (c) and (d) show the same set of stars in
[3.6]− [4.5] vs. [5.8]− [8.0] diagrams. The box in panels c and d corresponds to the locus for Class II YSOs as originally defined by Allen
et al. (2004). The small black dots are all NGC 2264 members and candidate members, regardless of whether we have CoRoT light curves
or not. The diagrams show that the stars with accretion burst dominated light curves have well-developed disks, whereas the variable
extinction stars often have weaker IR excesses, with nearly a third falling blueward in [5.8]-[8.0] color than the Class II box of Allen et al.
(2004).
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4.2. Comparison of the Hα Emission-line Profiles of the
NGC 2264 CTTS
One of the defining characteristics of CTTS is that
they show strong emission lines in their optical spec-
tra. At high spectral resolution, the shapes of these
emission lines are often quite complex, with blue-shifted
and/or red-shifted absorption components and asymme-
tries (Reipurth et al. 1996 = R96; Alencar and Basri
2000 = AB00). It is expected that these profile shapes
encode information on the kinematics of the gas (infall
of accreting gas; outflow of gas from stellar and disk
winds) and geometry of the system and our view an-
gle to it. We have Hα profiles for a large fraction of
the stars in Table 1, though for most stars the spectra
are from 2004/2005. We use these spectra here to help
further compare the stars of Table 1 with other CTTS
and thereby to illuminate their physical nature. We also
discuss whether the non-simultaneity of the spectra and
photometry significantly reduces the utility of the MMT
Hα data. Throughout the discussion, we primarily ref-
erence the theoretical models of CTTS magnetospheres
and disk winds of Kurosawa et al. (2006 = KHS06), but
we have also consulted other models (Lima et al. 2010;
Kurosawa et al. 2013).
Figure 6 shows the Hα profiles for twenty of the stars
in Table 1. In all but two cases, Mon-000945 and 996, the
spectra are from the MMT in 2004/2005 (Furesz et al.
2006). The spectral resolution is about 34,000 and the
flux scale has been normalized so that the continuum
level near Hα has been set to 1.0. The MMT spectra
have not been sky subtracted, which can lead to spuri-
ous narrow emission features at rest velocity from neb-
ular emission. This is only a significant issue for Mon-
000260, where the central peak in Figure 6 may appear
much stronger than it really is (see also Figure 24). Hα
equivalent widths from the literature for these stars are
reported in Table 1.
We first address the issue of the non-simultaneity of
the MMT spectra and the CoRoT light curves. In Fig-
ure 24 of the Appendix, for the five stars where we have
both MMT and VLT FLAMES spectra, we compare the
2004/2005 Hα profiles to the ensemble of profiles from
the VLT (the dashed lines are individual nightly spectra;
the solid line is the average of all VLT epochs). For four
of the five stars, the VLT Hα profiles are relatively stable
during the 2011 campaign, and also are consistent with
the shape of the profile as observed in 2004/2005. Only
for Mon-000260 is the MMT profile outside the range of
the profile shapes shown in 2011, but even then the dif-
ference is relatively small; the ratio of the height of the
blue peak to that of the red peak is significantly less than
0.5 for the MMT profile but significantly more than 0.5
for the VLT profiles. This may reflect a real change, or as
noted previously, it could be due to nebular emission af-
fecting the MMT red peak. For a qualitative discussion,
we therefore believe that use of the 2004/2005MMT data
should be adequate for our purposes.
The Hα profiles of Figure 6 are typical of CTTS, but
only sample a relatively small fraction of the total range
of profile types shown by CTTS (eg. R96 or AB00). Most
of the profiles can best be described as lumpy, broad
and centrally peaked, corresponding to Type I profiles
of the R96 scheme. Nearly all of the other stars have
blue-shifted absorption features, with profile types of ei-
ther II-B (B/R peak ratio between 0.5 and 1) or III-B
(B/R peak ratio less than 0.5). To illustrate the rela-
tively small range of profile types amongst the Table 1
stars, Figure 25 provides the Hα profiles of the stars with
transient extinction dips in their light curves as previ-
ously discussed in relation to Figures 4 and 5. Many of
these profiles are much more complex than the Table 1
stars, with a third having red-shifted absorption features
(profile type II-R and III-R) and none having the deep,
highly blue-shifted absorption features normally ascribed
to disk or stellar winds (as seen particularly for Mon-
000469, 567, and 1022 for the accretors).
KHS06 explicitly compared their model profiles to the
R96 Hα classification scheme. They concluded that the
type III-B profiles must have quite high accretion rates
(M˙ ∼ 10−7 M⊙ yr
−1) and are most likely for systems
seen at relatively low inclination angle. The stars with
type III-B profiles are marked with blue plus signs in
Figure 4b, confirming that they indeed all do have quite
large UV excesses and hence presumably quite large ac-
cretion rates. The type I profiles require lower, but still
significant, accretion rates with little constraint on the
inclination angle. The type III-R profiles found among
some of the stars with variable extinction light curves
generally requires lower accretion rates (M˙ ∼ 10−8 M⊙
yr−1 or less) and very high inclination angles. The high
inclination angle requirement is in good agreement with
the physical model for producing the flux dips in the AA
Tau light curves, and the weak UV and IR excesses for
these stars also agrees with the prediction of a lower ac-
cretion rate expected to match their Hα profiles.
The KHS06 model profiles were calculated for stars
with stable, funnel-flow accretion, and so conclusions
derived from those models do not necessarily apply to
our stars which appear to have more stochastic accre-
tion. However, model Balmer-series emission profiles
for stochastic accretors have recently been published by
Kurosawa et al. (2013). Based on those models, the
Hα profiles for funnel-flow and instability driven accre-
tion appear qualitatively the same, with the primary
difference being that the red-shifted absorption dips, if
present, should be periodic in the former case but ape-
riodic in the latter case. Because we generally only have
a single epoch Hα profile, we cannot test this prediction
for the stars of Table 1.
4.3. Veiling and Veiling Variability
In addition to the Hα profiles, the high resolution spec-
troscopy we have provides us with an additional means
to characterize the stars of Table 1 and compare them
to other NGC 2264 CTTS. In particular, we can mea-
sure photospheric veiling and veiling variability (Bertout
1984; Hartmann and Kenyon 1990). The strong UV ex-
cesses in CTTS, which we have shown to be especially
true for the stars of Table 1, is usually attributed to pho-
tons (a combination of black body and free-free/bound-
free emission) from the hot gas created when the ac-
creting gas strikes the stellar surface. While the con-
trast of this emission relative to the photospheres of
CTTS is greatest in the UV, it is still present in the
VLT/FLAMES spectral bandpass. The effect is both to
add a slowly varying blue continuum to the light from
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Fig. 6.— Hα profiles of the stars whose CoRoT light curves are categorized as being dominated by accretion bursts, for those stars for
which we have available high resolution spectra. The emission profiles have been shifted to the mean cluster velocity, marked by the dashed
line at v = 0.
the photosphere, but also in some cases to add emission
cores to some of the absorption lines; both effects re-
sult in weaker mean absorption line equivalent widths in
CTTS compared to stars with purely photospheric spec-
tra (Petrov et al. 2011). This is normally quantified with
a parameter called the veiling factor,
r = (EqW (photosphere)/EqW (CTTS))− 1 (1)
In order to provide a mean veiling index for the six stars
from Table 1 for which we have VLT spectra, we have
coadded all available spectra from the 2011-2012 cam-
paign, corresponding to usually 15 to 22 epochs. We
have then measured the equivalent widths for the seven
strongest and least blended absorption lines in each of
those spectra (at 6448.9, 6461.6, 6470.7, 6624.7, 6707.8
and 6717.7 A˚- the latter two being LiI and CaI), and done
the same for a set of WTTS of the same spectral type
for which we also have VLT spectra. The derived veiling
factors at λ ∼6500 A˚ for the accretion burst stars are
provided in Table 1; based on the scatter in the results
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Fig. 6.— Hα profiles for stars with accretion burst dominated light curves, continued.
for individual absorption features, the typical RMS un-
certainty in these values is about 0.1. While significant,
the derived veiling factors are not huge – a character-
istic value of 0.65 means that the veiling continuum at
6600 A˚ is 65% of the photospheric continuum, or equiv-
alently that 39% of the total continuum at 6600 A˚ is
non-photospheric.
We can use the individual spectra obtained during De-
cember 2011 when CoRoT was observing the cluster to
look for a correlation between the spectral veiling and
the broad-band optical flux. There are usually either
four or six epochs where we have both VLT spectra and
CoRoT photometry. Because the signal-to-noise ratio of
the individual spectra is low, only the Li I 6708 A˚ line
can be measured accurately, and we use its equivalent
width as a proxy for veiling (though see Stout-Batalha
et al. 2000 for a cautionary note re: Li λ6708 as a veiling
proxy). Figure 7 shows the correlation between our veil-
ing proxy and the CoRoT broad-band photometry for the
five stars from Table 1 with such data; Figure 8 shows a
corresponding plot for the variable extinction stars where
we have sufficient data. The two sets of stars clearly be-
have differently – the accretion burst group show larger
equivalent widths as the star becomes fainter, whereas
the variable extinction set shows either no correlation
or larger equivalent widths when brighter. Having larger
equivalent widths when fainter is as expected if the driver
of the variations is a changing amount of veiling con-
tinuum. To first order, variable extinction should have
no significant effect on equivalent widths, so the general
trends shown in Figure 8 are also as expected. The in-
crease in lithium equivalent width as the star brightens is
perhaps unexpected, however a similar dependence has
been seen previously in AA Tau (Bouvier et al. 1999).
For AA Tau, the suggested explanation was that the ge-
ometry of our line of sight and the warped disk should
lead to the enhanced extinction largely affecting the low
latitude portion of the star’s photosphere. Hot spots at
high latitudes dilute the lithium equivalent widths, and
therefore when the star is most extincted (the light is
most dominated by light from high latitudes), the lithium
equivalent width should be smallest.
5. AGE AND VIEW ANGLE INFERENCES FOR MEMBERS
OF THE ACCRETION BURST CLASS
NGC 2264 is normally thought of as slightly older than,
for example, the Orion Nebula Cluster (ONC) or Taurus.
A commonly quoted average age for the region is about
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Fig. 7.— Correlation between the level of veiling (using Li λ6708
equivalent as a proxy) and the observed broad-band continuum
level from the CoRoT light curves for the five stars with accretion-
burst dominated light curves for which we have VLT/FLAMES
spectra. From top-left to bottom-right, the stars plotted are Mon-
000341, Mon-000510, Mon-000945, Mon-000996 and Mon-001022.
Lithium equivalent widths in Angstroms; the abscissa points are
the CoRoT count rate at the epoch of the VLT spectrum divided
by the maximum CoRoT count rate during the time window en-
compassed by the VLT observations. Based on similar spectra for
three WTTS of similar brightness, the uncertainties in the individ-
ual lithium equivalents are of order 0.011 A˚.
Fig. 8.— As for Figure 7, except plotting data for the four stars
from our variable extinction group where we have sufficient data.
From top-left to bottom-right, the stars plotted are Mon-000297,
Mon-000660, Mon-001144 and Mon-001199.
3 Myr (e.g., Park et al. 2000). However, it is quite clear
that there are portions of the star-forming region that
are much younger and there is on-going star formation
along the molecular ridge extending northward from the
Cone Nebula. Some of the YSOs in the youngest parts of
NGC 2264 are likely to be ∼1 Myr old or younger (Young
et al. 2006; Teixeira et al. 2012). An age range from 0.1
Myr to 5 Myr was derived by Dahm & Simon (2005), with
similar estimates by Rebull et al. (2002) and Soderblom
et al. (1999). Given that the stars of Table 1 are heavily
weighted towards high current accretion rates, it seems
plausible that they are on average also comparatively
young. In this section, we examine to what extent that
speculation can be validated by data.
5.1. Age Inferred from Color-Magnitude and HR
Diagrams
Using our CFHT photometry, Figure 9 compares the
location of the stars in Table 1 to the stars with extinc-
tion dips and to the WTTS of NGC 2264 in a g vs. g− i
color-magnitude diagram (CMD). If one of these sets of
stars were younger on average than the others, we would
expect the stars of that set to be displaced systematically
above the other groups. We see no such systematic dis-
placement between the three groups in the diagram; all
three follow essentially the same locus in the CMD. The
only possible difference appears to be that the WTTS
may have a smaller dispersion about that locus than ei-
ther of the two sets of CTTS (similar results were found
by L04). One could argue that in both axes of this plot,
the location of the stars with accretion burst dominated
light curves in particular would be affected by their hot
spots, plausibly causing the added dispersion and pos-
sibly causing a systematic displacement relative to the
other stars. A diagram with perhaps less sensitivity to
accretion luminosity is J vs. spectral type, which we pro-
vide as Figure 10. However, the basic result is the same
– the three sets of stars appear to follow the same lo-
cus, suggesting no significant age difference or at least
that any systematic age difference is too small for us to
determine with these proxies for stellar luminosity and
effective temperature.
5.2. Age Inferred from Spatial Location
As emphasized by Sung et al. (2009) and Teixeira et
al. (2012), the regions of current active star formation
occupy a relatively small fraction of the total area on the
sky for the entire population of cluster members. If, for
example, light curves of the type shown in Figure 1d-
f were to occur primarily amongst the youngest YSOs,
then one should find a larger fraction of such stars in the
currently star-forming cores. Figure 11 shows the spatial
locations of the accretion burst stars, variable extinction
stars and WTTS from Figure 4, plus (in panel d) the
set of stars whose SEDs indicate they are Class I or II.
The circled regions are the most active star-forming re-
gions from Sung et al. (2008), while the boxed regions
are the most active star-forming regions from L04. Ta-
ble 3 provides the fraction of stars in each group that fall
within the active star-forming cores, and provides cir-
cumstantial evidence that the stars with accretion burst
dominated light curves are indeed younger, on average,
than the other three groups.
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TABLE 3
Spatial Distribution of YSOs by Type
Group Total Number N(Sung) Fraction(Sung) N(Lamm) Fraction(Lamm)
Accretion burst stars 23 7 0.30 13 0.56
Extinction dip stars 27 4 0.15 5 0.19
WTTS 81 13 0.16 20 0.25
Class II 140 33 0.24 48 0.34
Note. — “Sung” and “Lamm” refer to the circled and boxed regions of the most active current star
formation as shown in Figure 11, as originally defined in Sung et al. 2008 and L04. N(Sung) is the number
of stars of a given group that fall within the circular regions defined by Sung; Fraction(Sung) is the ratio
of N(Sung) to the total number of members in that group.
Fig. 9.— g vs. g − i color-magnitude diagram, for the same
set of WTTS (small black dots), accretion burst stars (red dia-
monds), and variable extinction group stars(blue dots) as plotted
in Figure 4. We see no systematic displacement between the three
groups shown, e.g., all three seem to be the same approximate age,
or at least that any systematic age difference is too small for us to
determine from this figure.
5.3. Rotational Velocity Distribution
In principle, the spectroscopic rotational velocities
(v sin i) for a group of young stars should depend on the
ages and initial angular momenta of the stars, the degree
to which their surface rotation is coupled to their circum-
stellar disks, and the orientation of their rotation axes to
our line of sight. Based on our previous discussion, it is
likely that the stars of Table 1 are comparatively young
and that our line of sight to their rotational axes may
be weighted towards small inclinations – both of which
would result in relatively small projected rotational ve-
locities. We have v sin i data for more than half of the
Fig. 10.— J vs. spectral type diagram, for the same set of stars
plotted in Figure 4. As for Figure 4, small, black dots are WTTS,
red diamonds are stars with accretion burst dominated light curves,
and blue dots are from the variable extinction group. Spectral
types have been converted to integer equivalents, with G0 = 30,
K0 = 40, M0 = 50, etc. We see no systematic displacement be-
tween the three groups shown, e.g., all three seem to be the same
approximate age, or at least that any systematic age difference is
too small for us to determine from this figure.
stars with CoRoT light curves, so we may be able to
check this prediction. Figure 12 compares the rotational
velocity distributions for the same groups of stars con-
sidered in Figure 11, for the subset of stars for which we
have high resolution spectra.
The primary difference in Figure 12 between the stars
with accretion burst dominated light curves and the stars
with extinction dips, to our eyes, is that the variable
extinction dip group includes a larger fraction of com-
paratively blue stars with relatively large rotational ve-
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Fig. 11.— Spatial distribution of YSOs in NGC 2264. The four panels correspond to the same sets of stars as plotted in Figure 4 for the
u− g, g − r plots. Panel (a) highlights stars that are probable WTTS; (b) highlights members of the accretion burst class; (c) highlights
stars with extinction dips in their light curves; and (d) highlights all NGC 2264 members classified as Class I or II. The circles and squares
enclose the regions of most active current star formation (Sung et al. 2008; L04) - see text in §5.2. The plots indicate that the accretion
burst class members are more concentrated in the sites of active star formation in NGC 2264 than WTTS or other types of CTTS.
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Fig. 12.— Rotational velocity distribution (v sin i) as a function
of g − i for the stars with accretion burst dominated light curves
from Table 1, compared to that for the stars of the variable extinc-
tion group, and a set of all the CTTS in NGC 2264 for which we
have v sin i estimates. Black dots are Class II obejcts, open blue
circles are objects from the variable extinction group, and filled
red dots are objects from the accretor group. Members of the vari-
able extinction group with periodic flux dips are labelled with “P”.
The variable extinction dip group includes a much larger fraction of
relatively early spectral type stars with relatively large rotational
velocities.
locities. Only one of the Table 1 stars seems to be in
this extension to high rotational velocities at higher (in-
ferred) masses, and that is Mon-000007 at g − i = 0.6,
v sin i = 80 km s−1. This difference in colors is not, for
example, due to a difference in extinctions. The vari-
able extinction group includes a larger fraction of stars
with relatively early spectral types – half of the extinc-
tion dip group members with spectral types and v sin i
values have spectral types earlier than K4, compared to
only one of fifteen such stars from Table 1. We believe
this dependence of the projected rotational velocity on
spectral type reflects the initial conditions which lead to
the Kraft main-sequence dependence of mean rotational
velocity with mass. At 2 Myr, the inferred mass for spec-
tral type K1 (from the Siess isochrone, Siess, Dufour &
Forestini 2000) is 2.5 M⊙, and 2.1 M⊙ for K2.5. These
stars will arrive on the main sequence as A stars, with
mean rotational velocities of about 150 km s−1.
Ignoring the high mass stars, if one compares only the
stars with g − i > 1.3, there is no obvious difference
between the v sin i distributions for the accretor group
and the variable extinction group. This seems surpris-
ing, since the variable extinction stars are expected to
be viewed at high inclination angles and to probably be
older on average – both of which should lead to larger
spectroscopic rotational velocities. Do accretion models
offer an explanation? KR08 discuss the factors that favor
burst-dominated light curves, which include high accre-
tion rates, relatively slow rotation, and relatively weak
dipole B fields. Favoring slow rotation for the burst-
dominated sources only exacerbates our problem. For
disk-locked CTTS, Long et al. (2013) predict rotation
periods which scale as M
3/7
⊙ - predicting relatively slow
rotation for stars with high accretion rates. Our expecta-
tion remains, therefore, that the variable extinction stars
should have larger v sin i’s at a given mass compared to
the burst-dominated sources, and we have no explana-
tion for why this is not reflected by the data shown in
Figure 12. We note, however, that a similar problem was
also present and discussed amongst the Class III (or UX
Ori) variables of H94, whose v sin i’s also did not appear
to be larger on average than non-variable YSOs of the
same spectral type.
5.4. Inferences on System Geometry from Optical/IR
Light Curve Correlations
We have concentrated so far on the CoRoT light curves,
because they have the highest cadence and directly de-
tect photons from the accretion powered hot spots. Our
Spitzer light curves also have relatively high cadence and
accuracy, and based on model fits to the optical-IR SEDs,
for the stars with accretion burst-dominated light curves
of Table 1, the 4.5 µm flux is expected to come primarily
from warm dust in the inner disk.
Our model for the accretion bursts is that they arise
from individual, short-lived mass infall events at small
spots on the stellar photosphere. Given that model, it
follows that the correlation between the optical and IR
light curves will depend on the longitude and latitude of
the hot spot, our view to the system, the alignment of the
stellar and disk rotation angles, and the detailed struc-
ture of the inner disk. Empirically, we see considerable
variation in the degree of correlation between the CoRoT
and Spitzer light curves. This is illustrated in Figure 13
for four stars of Table 1; Figure 22 in the appendix shows
the entirety of the data for the stars of Table 1.
We will not attempt here to enter into a detailed anal-
ysis of the Spitzer light curves. Instead, we will only
attempt to show that the primary features shown in Fig-
ure 13 are compatible with our basic model for the bursts.
In order to motivate that discussion, we first describe the
expected 4.5 µm appearance of a standard flared disk
with an inner disk wall as a function of our view an-
gle to that disk, based on disk models by co-I B. Whit-
ney (Whitney et al. 2013). Figure 14 shows images of
a typical disk system for a 1 solar luminosity star with
Teff=4000 K. The radius of the inner disk is set by the
dust destruction temperature of 1600 K, and is about 7.9
stellar radii or 0.075 AU. The wall height is set by the
hydrostatic equilibrium scale height at the same temper-
ature. The disk accretion rate is 8×10−8 solar masses
yr−1. The ratio of disk to photospheric flux at 4.5 µm
is about 3.0 for these models, nearly independent of in-
clination angle. Figure 14 shows this disk as seen from
three different view angles – 0◦, 30◦, and 70◦. As the
view angle increases, both the total surface area of the
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4.5 µm emitting dust increases and the fraction of that
flux emitted by the back wall increases. Table 4 quanti-
fies the dependence of the 4.5 µm emission on view angle
for this specific disk model. At 70◦ view angle, 80% of
the 4.5 µm flux we receive from the circumstellar dust
comes from the back side of the disk. For inclinations
greater than about 75◦, the 4.5 µm emission from the
system drops sharply due to extinction from cold dust in
the flared outer disk.
Based on this model, our expectation for the optical
and IR light curve correlations are:
* For a star with no disk, the CoRoT and Spitzer light
curves must be almost perfectly correlated, with the only
difference being the wavelength dependence of the differ-
ent components at or near the star’s surface (spots, flares,
etc.)
* For a star with a disk, an important factor is the frac-
tion of the star’s flux at 3.6/4.5 microns that comes from
warm dust in the disk. Stars with an inner disk hole (no
warm dust) should have a different degree of correlation
between their CoRoT and Spitzer light curves compared
to those with significant warm dust. For this reason, the
last column of Table 1 shows our estimate of the ratio
of the 4.5 micron flux from the disk to that from the
star, based on fits to their SEDs for stars where we have
spectral types. Not surprisingly given their other char-
acteristics, with only one exception (Mon 860 - for which
we have no synoptic IRAC data), the disk dominates the
flux at 4.5 microns. However, many of the other stars
have disk/star flux ratios of only 2-3, so even though the
disk dominates, large features in the CoRoT light curves
should still have something present in the Spitzer light
curve.
* At most view angles to the disk, it is quite possible
to have a transient hot spot on the back side of the star
illuminate the back-side inner disk, thereby yielding a
flux burst in the IRAC light curve but because the hot
spot is outside our direct view there is no imprint on the
CoRoT light curve (e.g. the features in the Mon 117 light
curve near day 25 and day 30).
* For disks seen at large inclination angles, it is possible
to have a transient hot spot on the side of the star facing
us cause a CoRoT flux burst, but because the 4.5 µm
emission is heavily dominated by the back-side of the
disk where we have a better view to the inner disk wall,
there would be little or no imprint of the burst on the
IRAC light curve (e.g. the feature in the Mon 1022 light
curve near day 24).
6. ACCRETION PROPERTIES DERIVED FROM THE
LIGHT CURVES
The CoRoT light curves contain a considerable amount
of quantitative information related to the accretion
events. We discuss a number of physical constraints on
the accretion process derived from the light curves in the
next several sections.
6.1. Burst durations
The duration and amplitude of the individual flux
bursts in the light curves for the stars from Table 1 en-
code information related to the mass and size scale of the
individual gas streams accreting onto the photosphere.
While it is often the case that the light curve structures
are too complicated to identify individual events, in some
cases what appear to be individual bursts are present.
We have carefully examined all of the CoRoT light curves
of the stars in Table 1, and report those results here.
The CoRoT high cadence mode (sample rate of once
per 32 seconds, or sixteen times faster than the normal
cadence) was utilized for only one star in Table 1; that
star was Mon-000474. Mon-000474 is also (not coinciden-
tally) by far the brightest of the Table 1 stars, with an R
magnitude more than three magnitudes brighter than the
average for the other stars of Table 13. This combination
makes the Mon-000474 light curve much more sensitive
to shorter duration, lower luminosity light curve struc-
tures. The complete CoRoT light curve for Mon-000474
is shown in the Appendix in Figure 21. Figure 15 (top
row) shows two very small segments extracted from that
light curve, with nine short duration flux bursts which
we ascribe to accretion variability marked with red bars.
Also present in this time window in the CoRoT light
curve is another event of a different character, shown in
Figure 15c. This event is a well-observed stellar flare,
with a very fast rise time (the “impulsive” phase), fol-
lowed by an initially fast fall and then a much slower
decay (the “gradual” phase). At CoRoT’s high cadence,
stellar flares are easily distinguished from even short-
duration accretion bursts. At the more normal low ca-
dence (512 second sampling), our ability to identify short
duration bursts in the Mon-000474 light curve and to
discriminate them from flares would be much reduced.
Figure 15d provides a direct comparison by showing a
portion of the Mon-000474 light curve, but only plotting
every sixteenth point, thereby better matching both the
cadence and signal-to-noise of the other burst-dominated
light curves.. The red dots mark the accretion bursts we
had identified in Figure 15ab; only one of those bursts
(the last one) is clearly identifiable at this cadence. The
blue dots mark features we would identify as isolated
accretion bursts at this cadence. Unfortunately, one of
them (the point at day 6.1) is the stellar flare illustrated
in Figure 15c. At the lower, normal cadence, a stel-
lar flare can be mistaken for a short-duration accretion
burst.
With the experience gathered from the Mon-000474
light curve, we have made a careful examination of the
lower cadence CoRoT light curves for all of the other stars
from Table 1. In order to avoid possible contamination
from flares, we have not included any feature with width
less than 0.2 days. Figure 16 shows nine of the events
classified as accretion bursts in the low cadence data.
Figure 17 shows histograms of the rise times (time from
our estimate of when the burst begins to the mid-point)
and fall times (time from the mid-point to our estimate
when the burst completes) for the events measured for
Mon-000474 (Fig. 17a) and for the remaining 23 accre-
tion burst stars (Fig. 17b). For Mon-000474, the median
rise and fall times are both 0.08 days; for the other stars,
those medians are 0.4 and 0.5 days. The amplitudes of
the peaks identifiable in Mon-000474 and the other stars
are also systematically different. Using the ratio of the
3 Mon-000474 is also the earliest spectral type star in the accre-
tion burst group. It is possible that burst duration is a function
of spectral type, in which case the inferences we draw from Mon-
000474 may not be applicable to our entire sample. With only one
star observed in high-cadence mode, we ignore this possibility for
now.
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Fig. 13.— Illustration of the correlation between Spitzer and CoRoT light curves for four of the stars with accretion burst dominated
light curves. The stars are arranged more or less from most correlated (upper left) to least correlated (lower right).
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TABLE 4
Predicted Disk Properties at 4.5 µm as a Function of View
Angle
Inclination Back to Front Flux Ratio Relative Total 4.5 µm Flux
0 1.00 1.00
30 1.52 1.27
60 2.55 1.35
70 4.03 1.34
Fig. 14.— Illustration of the dependence of 4.5 µm disk emission on view angle, as predicted from a standard flared-disk model (Whitney
et al. 2013). The YSO pictured here has L(photosphere) = 1 L⊙, Teff = 4000 K, and a mass accretion rate of 8×10
−8 M⊙ yr−1. The
three panels correspond to disk inclinations of 0, 30 and 70 degrees. See §5.4 for model details.
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Fig. 15.— (a, upper left) Expanded portion of the high cadence
Mon-000474 light curve. The four flux bursts we have measured in
this segment of the light curve are marked with red bars indicating
the beginning, center, and end of the burst; (b, upper right) Same
as (a) for a different portion of the light curve; (c, lower left) One
of two stellar flares identified in the Mon 474 light curve; (d, lower
right) A resampled light curve, now at 512 second cadence, for the
time period covered in (a) and (b). Red dots mark the location of
bursts identified in panels (a) and (b); blue diamonds mark bursts
that would be identified at this cadence.
height of the peak relative to the local continuum as the
measure, the mean for the Mon-000474 bursts is 2.3%,
whereas for the other 23 stars observed at low cadence,
the mean is 10.6%. The burst durations and amplitudes
measured in the standard cadence data match well to
the models of KR08 and R12; the much shorter duration
and lower amplitude bursts visible in the high-cadence,
high signal-to-noise Mon-000474 data were not expected
based on those models.
6.2. Contribution to the Stellar Flux from Accretion
Bursts
What fraction of the broad-band optical light output of
the stars from Table 1 can be ascribed to the short dura-
tion accretion bursts that are visible in the CoRoT light
curves? How does the integrated flux from the discrete
bursts that are identifiable in the light curves compare to
the veiling flux inferred from the VLT spectra? We can
make an estimate of this fraction by adopting a pseudo-
continuum level as a function of time for the CoRoT light
curves, and then integrating the “flux” above that level.
Setting that continuum level is somewhat arbitrary, par-
ticularly for stars where there is considerable structure
not necessarily due to accretion bursts. For our purposes,
however, we argue that it is sufficient to do this estimate
in a perhaps “generous” and simplified manner. Specif-
ically, we adopt a constant flux level for a portion (or
all) of the light curve where that constant level seems at
least plausible as the continuum above which the identi-
fiable bursts are superposed. We have made these esti-
mates for all six stars of Table 1 for which we have both
CoRoT light curves in 2011 and VLT/FLAMES spec-
troscopy. We illustrate our method in Figure 18. The
solid line is our estimated pseudo-continuum level. For
these six stars, the estimated fraction of the broad-band
optical light from accretion bursts ranges from 4.9% to
14%. In other words, the individually identifiable accre-
tion bursts are responsible for only a small fraction of
the optical broad-band light, at least by this metric.
As we have noted previously, the characteristic veiling
factor for these stars is r = 0.65, corresponding to a
prediction that 39% of the optical flux derives from hot
gas. The red dashed lines in Figure 18 correspond to
the continuum level which would be needed to match
this estimate for the veiling continuum contribution to
the CoRoT light curves. We conclude that either there
are a large number of small accretion bursts which blend
together to contribute to the veiling continuum, or there
is some other, more continuous accretion mode which is
contributing the majority of the veiling continuum. The
large number of small bursts present in the Mon-000474
light curve suggests that the former explanation may be
correct.
6.3. Timescales and Periodicities for the Accretion
Bursts
Autocorrelation function analysis for time series data
provide a sensitive means to search for periodic signals.
We have derived autocorrelation functions for all of the
stars in Table 1. Prior to doing that, as is standard,
we have resampled the data to a regular cadence and we
have subtracted the median (see Cody et al. 2014).
Most of the burst-dominated light curves do not show a
significant periodic signal, i.e., the bursts occur stochasti-
cally. However, four of the stars do have strong periodici-
ties: Mon-000406 (P=6.2d), 412 (P=6.6d), 877 (P=4.6d)
and 1217 (P=7.0d). The autocorrelation functions for
two of these stars are shown in Figure 19. Because of
their periodicity, one might associate these light curves
with funnel-flow accretion channeled by the stellar dipole
magnetic field. However, these light curves are quite un-
like what is commonly envisioned for stable funnel-flow
accretion (see Figure 7a in KR08) where the variations
are more nearly sinusoidal, but they could represent an
intermediate state where there is a dominant matter flow
controlled by the magnetic dipole, but disk instabilities
lead to an unsteady flow of gas towards the stellar surface
(quasi-periodic variability of this type was also predicted
by KR08; D’Angelo & Spruit 2010 propose another ac-
cretion disk instability which can produce periodic ac-
cretion bursts). Whatever is driving the periodicity in
these stars is apparently long-lived, because three of the
four (Mon-000406, 877 and 1217) have very similar pe-
riods published in the literature (L04; Makidon et al.
2004). We assume the derived periods correspond to the
photospheric rotation period for these stars.
An interesting, but difficult to quantify, statistic to
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Fig. 16.— Nine examples of relatively isolated flux bursts in the CoRoT light curves obtained at the normal (512 second sampling)
cadence. The red vertical lines mark our estimates of the begin, mid-point, and end of each burst.
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Fig. 17.— Distribution of rise and fall times for the comparatively isolated flux bursts identified in the light curves shown in Figure 21.
Blue, solid lines correspond to the rise times; red, dashed lines to the fall times. Left plot shows data from the high cadence observation
of Mon-000474; right plot shows burst widths from the remaining stars of Table 1. We believe the difference between the two histograms
can largely be ascribed to the higher cadence and signal-to-noise of the Mon-000474 data; however, Mon-000474 is also much earlier in
spectral type than the other stars with burst-dominated light curves, so there could be a dependence on some mass-related characteristic
(e.g. outer convective envelope depth).
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Fig. 18.— Illustration of the method used to estimate the fraction of the star’s broad-band optical light possibly coming from accretion
bursts, for two of the stars with VLT/FLAMES spectra. The solid horizontal line is our estimate of the photospheric continuum level. The
red dashed line is the photospheric continuum level derived from the estimated veiling factor.
determine for the burst-dominated light curves is the av-
erage frequency for the bursts. Based on the analysis of
the high signal-to-noise, high cadence light curve for Mon
474, the number of bursts one can identify is a strong
function of the light curve quality. Therefore, it is impor-
tant to utilize a quantitative algorithm to provide a con-
sistent, though somewhat arbitrary, burst frequency. For
this purpose, we use the PeakFind routine defined and
described in Cody et al. (2014). This algorithm counts
the number of peaks in a light curve that differ in magni-
tude by more than a particular amplitude. The number
of peaks is then divided by the total time baseline of the
light curve to produce a timescale. Repeating for a grid
of amplitudes results in a timescale distribution for peaks
of different minimum size. For the burst-dominated light
curves, PeakFind does a reasonably good job of identify-
ing the same relatively strong, relatively isolated peaks
that were measured to create Figure 17. For the three
burst-dominated light curves shown in Figure 1, Peak-
Find identified five (Mon-000567), eight (Mon-000808)
and ten (Mon-001187) bursts. For the entire set of stars
in Table 1, the median burst frequency determined by
PeakFind was 0.2 peaks per day, corresponding to ∼8
peaks in the CoRoT observing window. This is roughly
comparable to the burst frequency displayed in the model
stochastic light curves of R12 and KR08.
7. POPULATION STATISTICS - THE FREQUENCY OF
CTTS LIGHT CURVE TYPES
In Section 4, we noted that amongst the stars with
the largest UV excesses, the stars with accretion burst
light curves were by far the dominant light curve class (at
least 15 out of 27 stars), and that only one of the extreme
UV excess stars could be interpreted as being dominated
by a stable high-latitude hot spot as is expected from
funnel-flow accretion. Here we conduct a more complete
comparison of the frequency of light curve types as it
relates to the accretion process.
To create a larger sample of CTTS from which to deter-
mine the relative frequency of various light curve types,
we have drawn a second boundary in the u − g, g − r
plane, meant to separate stars with certain UV excesses
from those which have either no UV excess or only a
slight UV excess. This line, approximately parallel with
the locus of WTTS in the u− g, g− r plane, is shown as
a dotted line in Figure 4d. There are 60 stars which we
believe are NGC 2264 members and for which we have
CoRoT light curves whose ugr colors place them below
the line. We have made a visual characterization of all 60
light curves, which we summarize in Table 5. Only nine
of these stars have light curves whose shapes are possi-
bly consistent with that expected for a relatively stable
high-latitude hot spot; these light curves are shown in
Figure 20. To fall into this category, we only require
that the light curve shows apparently periodic structure,
and that it is not better categorized as an AA Tau-analog
or an accretion burst star.
Can we be sure that the light curve shapes in Figure 20
are, in fact, the result of hot (and not cold) high-latitude
spots? For WTTS, cold spots are generally stable over
many rotation periods. Herbst et al. (1994) and oth-
ers have reported that spotted light curves on CTTS are
much less stable, possibly because they are the result
of hot spots that result from intrinsically variable accre-
tion. There is, therefore, a prejudice to suspect that the
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TABLE 5
Light Curve Types for Stars with Definite UV Excess
Light Curve Type N Description
Constant 2 Essentially constant
Low amplitude variable 5 definitely variable, but noisy and ampl. small
Stochastic 9 highly variable (see Cody et al. 2014)
Burst-dominated 24 22 stars from Table 1 + 2 additional low-ampl bursts
Extinction dip stars 10
Hot Spot Candidates 9 see Figure 20
Note. — Stochastic = adopted from Cody et al. 2014, stars whose light curves show often
large amplitude variability but without preference for positive or negative flux changes.
These stars probably have several mechanisms contributing to the observed variability.
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Fig. 19.— Auto-correlation functions (ACF) for two of the ac-
cretion burst stars, Mon-000406 (top) and Mon-000877 (middle).
This illustrates that the bursts for these stars are preferentially
clumped together with a periodic spacing. The ACF for most of the
burst-dominated light curves do not show any significant evidence
of periodic structures, as illustrated by the ACF for Mon-000919
(bottom).
more consistent the light curve shape from one period
to the next, the more likely that cold spots are respon-
sible. However, cold spots may behave differently on
CTTS, so this is not a certain conclusion. Independent
of light curve shape, well-sampled synoptic U -band pho-
tometry or high resolution spectroscopy can discriminate
between cold and hot spots, but our access to such data
for these stars is limited. What we can do is simply ask
that these hot spot candidates have properties that are
consistent with having accretion contribute significantly
to their light curve shape, using the accretion burst stars
as a guide.
First, we require that the star have evidence of warm
dust (as do all of the stars in Table 1) – that is, it does
not lie in the Class III locus in the IRAC color-color di-
agram, or if not all four IRAC bands have data, then
there is evidence in the SED for an IR excess beginning
somewhere shortward of ∼10 microns. If we have VLT
spectra (true for five of these stars), then the star must
be detectably veiled – r > 0.2; we also expect these stars
to show He I λ6678 in emission (as do all of the stars from
Table 1 with VLT spectra). If we have Hα profiles, then
the profile must be detectably structured or broad. All
nine of these candidates pass these tests, where we have
the appropriate data. Table 6 provides the coordinates
and other information for these stars. These nine stars
are the best candidate funnel-flow accretors among the
60 stars with certain UV excesses, though it is possible
that for some stars the light curve shape could be due to
evolving cold spots or other mechanisms. We conclude
that for the NGC 2264 members with certain UV ex-
cesses, light curve morphologies suggestive of funnel-flow
accretion occur only about 1/3 as often as light curves
dominated by short-duration accretion bursts. Depend-
ing on what fraction of these stable hot spot candidates
are confirmed, funnel-flow accretion may dominate at
relatively low accretion rates, matching the prediction of
KR08.
Cody et al. (2014) used an autocorrelation function
technique to identify NGC 2264 CTTs whose CoRoT
light curves are periodic or quasi-periodic. The latter
are light curves where there is a periodic signal, but ei-
ther the shape or amplitude of the waveform changes
significantly over the 40 day CoRoT short-run (see Cody
et al. 2014 for the quantitative details). Only five CTTs
were identified as having periodic CoRoT light curves.
All five of these stars fall within the WTT locus in the
u−g vs. g−i color-color diagram, indicating very low (or
no) accretion and making it likely that their light curve
shapes are probably due to cold spots. All but two or
three of the 27 quasi-periodic CTT’s identified by Cody
et al. (2014) fall in the u− g vs. g− i diagram above the
dashed red line of Fig. 4d, but in most cases below the
WTT locus. Therefore, they are probably accreting but
at a low rate; their light curve shape could be due either
to cold or hot spots. In any event, they reinforce the con-
clusion that stable, funnel-flow accretion - when present
- is likely only to occur for stars with low accretion rates.
8. CONCLUSIONS AND SPECULATION
Previous synoptic photometric surveys of star-forming
regions have provided many useful results constraining
the physical properties of YSOs. However, ours is the
first such survey to have the necessary cadence, sensi-
tivity, duration, wide-field and multi-band nature to un-
mask the dominant modes by which YSOs accrete gas
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Fig. 20.— Hot spot candidates selected from the u− g, g− r diagram. Based on their UV excesses and other data we have, these are the
most likely NGC 2264 YSOs to have relatively stable hot spots due to funnel-flow accretion.
from their circumstellar disk. Our study has also ben-
efited from having high-quality, multi-wavelength pho-
tometry from u to 24 µm for most of the NGC 2264
members, and high-resolution spectroscopy at least at
Hα, also for a large fraction of the stars of interest.
Using the u − g, g − r two-color diagram to identify
the most actively accreting YSOs in NGC 2264, we have
shown that amongst the YSOs in NGC 2264 with the
largest UV excesses, the dominant lightcurve signature
is short duration accretion bursts as exemplified by the
stars of Table 1. Usually these accretion bursts occur
in a seemingly stochastic pattern at least over 40 day
timescales; however, for a small fraction of the stars, the
accretion bursts are clumped together, with the clumps
recurring at a period which is plausibly the rotation pe-
riod of the star. Based on theoretical models, at lower
accretion rates we expected to find other accreting stars
with long-lived high latitude hot spots (from funnel-flow
accretion) whose light curves would more closely resem-
ble the spotted light curves of WTTS. We do find a set
of candidate stable hot-spot light curves which may cor-
respond to this prediction, but we do not have sufficient
data to confirm that hot rather than cold spots are re-
sponsible for their variability.
The two most frequent light curve types among the
CTTS with significant UV excesses are the accretion
burst group and the variable extinction group. The lat-
ter consists of stars with periodic flux dips (AA Tau
analogs) and stars with similar flux dips but no obvious
periodicity; in both cases, the flux dips are likely associ-
ated with transient structures in their inner circumstel-
lar disk. By their nature, the variable extinction stars
must have their disks oriented at relatively large inclina-
tion angles to our line of sight. However, we have also
discovered several other physical properties which distin-
guish the two groups. Based on their spatial locations,
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the variable extinction stars appear to be, on average,
older than the accretion burst stars. The variable extinc-
tion stars also have smaller UV and IR excesses, perhaps
reflective of their greater age. The Hα profiles of the
accretion burst group are, for the most part, centrally
peaked and modestly structured, with the most common
additional feature being blue-shifted absorption troughs.
The Hα profiles of the variable extinction group are sig-
nificantly more structured, with about a quarter showing
red-shifted absorption troughs. When we have the appro-
priate data, the accretion burst stars all have HeI 6678
in emission, whereas the stars with variable extinction
generally show an absorption feature, presumably due to
FeI, at that wavelength.
Using the normal cadence CoRoT data, the typical to-
tal durations for isolated accretion bursts amongst the
stars of Table 1 are about one day, as predicted by
the models of R12. However, for the one star from
Table 1 where we have much higher cadence CoRoT
data, we identify many shorter duration, low amplitude
bursts that we believe are also best explained as accre-
tion bursts, with total durations as small as a few hours.
For at least this one star, which has a much earlier spec-
tral type than the other stars with burst-dominated light
curves, the burst distribution function is dominated by
these small bursts. For the six stars from Table 1 for
which we have VLT spectra and therefore can estimate
veiling, we find that only a small fraction of the R-band
excess light that arises from hot gas can be attributed to
the directly identifiable bursts. This could indicate that
most of the accretion flux arises from a large number of
short duration, low amplitude bursts (a hypothesis rem-
iniscent of the debate over whether nano and microflares
power the coronae of low mass stars – Hudson 1991; Taj-
firouze & Safari 2012.
APPENDIX
COROT AND SPITZER LIGHT CURVES FOR CTTS
IN NGC 2264
While we display light curves for small subsets of
NGC 2264 CTTS in the main body of the text, we be-
lieve it is important to provide light curves for the full
set of stars we have discussed. The next three figures
provide the full light curves for all of the stars identified
as having burst-dominated light curves, plus light curves
for the stars with the most extreme UV excesses whose
light curves were not identified as being burst-dominated
(see §4).
Figure 21 provides the CoRoT light curves for all stars
from Table 1. Where we have data from both epochs, we
show the light curve that best illustrates the accretion
burst class.
Figure 22 shows the 2011 light curves for which we
have both CoRoT and Spitzer data. The center of the y-
axis scale is set to the median magnitude for each band;
the range in y is the same for each of the bands that
are shown (for example, if the CoRoT y-axis scale was
from 14.6 to 14.0, and the [3.6] median magnitude were
10.7, then the Spitzer y-axis scale would run from 11.0
to 10.4).
Figure 23 shows the CoRoT light curves for the twelve
stars with very large UV excess that were not identified
as having accretion burst dominated light curves.
SHORT AND LONG-TERM VARIABILITY OF Hα
PROFILES FOR THE STARS OF TABLE 1
We have MMT Hectochelle spectra for nearly all of
the stars showing accretion burst light curves. For that
reason, we primarily show Hectochelle data in Figure 6.
The MMT data were obtained six or seven years prior
to our light curves; we would prefer to be able to show
Hα profiles obtained during our photometric monitoring
campaign. For six of the stars of Table 1, we have such
spectra from the VLT/FLAMES spectrograph (generally,
six of the VLT spectra were obtained during the CoRoT
monitoring campaign, with the other fourteen spectra
obtained during January and February 2012). Five of
those six stars also have MMT Hα profiles. We can use
those five stars to address the extent to which the Hα
profiles change on both long and short-term timescales,
and therefore the utility of using the profile shapes from
2004/2005 to help interpret the 2011 light curves. Fig-
ure 24 provides this comparison. The conclusion we
draw from this comparison is that, in general, the pro-
file shapes do not seem to change their shapes drasti-
cally over either short (days to weeks) or long (years)
timescales.
Hα PROFILES FOR STARS WITH VARIABLE
EXTINCTION EVENTS IN THEIR COROT
LIGHTCURVES
In several of the figures in the main body of the text, we
have adopted a set of stars to use as a comparison group
to the accretion burst group. This comparison set is com-
posed of stars whose CoRoT light curves have prominent
flux dips in either 2008 or 2011. In some cases, these are
AA Tau analogs, where the flux dips are generally broad
and structured and occur approximately periodically. In
other cases, the flux dips do not seem to show any ob-
vious periodicity, and we suspect the variable extinction
arises from some type of disk instability. In most cases,
the light curves outside the dips shows a relatively con-
stant continuum level. Assuming these flux dips are due
to portions of the circumstellar disk passing through our
line of sight, which is the standard model, these stars
must be viewed at relatively high inclination.
We have either MMT Hectochelle or VLT spectra of
most of the stars that fall into this category. Figure 25
provides the Hα profiles for these stars. Compared to the
Hα profiles of the accretion burst group shown in Fig-
ure 6, it is apparent that the variable extinction group
often have red-shifted absorption dips in their profiles,
which are completely absent from the accretion burst
group.
HOT SPOT CANDIDATES
A set of stars whose light curves may be dominated by
relatively stable hot spots located at high-latitude was
identified in §7. Table 6 provides basic information for
these stars.
This work is based on observations made with the
Spitzer Space Telescope, which is operated by the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technol-
ogy, under a contract with NASA. Support for this work
was provided by NASA through an award issued by
JPL/Caltech.
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Fig. 21.— CoRoT light curves for all the stars of Table 1. We have converted the CoRoT “counts” into an estimated R magnitude using
a zero point of 26.74.
TABLE 6
Basic Information for YSOs Whose Light Curves May be Dominated by Stable, High-Latitude Hot
Spots
Mon IDa RA DEC 2MASS ID CoRoT 2008 CoRoT 2011 SpTa Hα EW (A˚)a
Mon-000058 100.53625 9.689221 06420870+0941212 null 616895632 ... 94.0
Mon-000153 100.24962 9.784611 06405990+0947044 null 400007889 M3 39.9
Mon-000225 100.27596 9.417666 06410622+0925036 500007896 null M5 34.7
Mon-000326 100.24508 9.655193 06405882+0939187 223980258 223980258 M0 27.9
Mon-000448 100.26500 9.508055 06410360+0930290 400007803 602083897 ... 20.4
Mon-000926 100.27679 9.477443 06410642+0928388 400007686 400007687 M1.5 56.1
Mon-001011 100.16887 9.583666 06404052+0935011 500008145 null ... ...
Mon-001054 100.15221 9.845999 06403652+0950456 400007538 400007538 M2 21.1
Mon-001132 100.10779 9.849332 06402587+0950576 null 602095740 M2.5 166.0
a See Cody et al. (2014) for the sources of the spectral type and Hα equivalent width (EW) data. All of these are in
emission.
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Fig. 21.— CoRoT light curves, cont’d.
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Fig. 22.— 2011 light curves for stars in Table 1 with both Spitzer and CoRoT data. Blue circles are Spitzer 3.6 µm, red circles are Spitzer
4.5 µm, and black dots are CoRoT data. See discussion in §5.4. In most cases, there is a fair correlation between the shape and amplitudes
of the light curves at the two wavelengths.
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Fig. 22.— 2011 light curves, cont’d
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Fig. 23.— CoRoT light curves for all 12 additional stars with extreme UV excesses as defined in Figure 4, but which are not included in
Table 1. Some of these light curves do show flux bursts (e.g. Mon-000168) but were not included in the main sample due to their having
too much additional structure or too high a noise level. See discussion in §4.
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Fig. 23.— –Cont.
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Fig. 24.— Comparison of Hα profiles for objects with both MMT/Hectochelle data from 2004 or 2005 and VLT/Flames data from
2011/2012. For the VLT profiles, the dashed lines correspond to individual epoch spectra, whereas the solid line corresponds to the average
profile.
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Fig. 24.— cont.
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Fig. 25.— Hα profiles of stars whose CoRoT lightcurves indicate the presence of prominent extinction dips. The narrow Hα emission
peaks at rest velocity in Mon 126, 314, 342, 372, 660, 811 and 824 may be spurious because of the lack of sky subtraction in the MMT
spectra.
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Fig. 25.— Hα profiles, cont’d.
